Efficient chromium abstraction from aqueous solution using a low-cost biosorbent: *Nauclea diderrichii* seed biomass waste
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**Abstract** Toxic Cr(III) which poses environmental hazard to flora and fauna was efficiently abstracted by low-cost *Nauclea diderrichii* seed biomass (NDS) with good sequestral capacity for this metal was investigated in this study.

The NDS surface analyses showed that it has a specific surface area of 5.36 m²/g and pHzpc of 4.90. Thermogravimetric analysis of NDS showed three consecutive weight losses from 50–200°C (ca. 5%), 200–400°C (ca. 35%), >400°C (ca. 10%), corresponding to external water molecules, structural water molecules and heat induced condensation reactions respectively. Differential thermogram of NDS presented a large endothermic peak between 20–510°C suggesting bond breakage and dissociation with the ultimate release of small molecules.

The experimental data showed kinetically fast biosorption with increased initial Cr(III) concentrations, indicating the role of external mass transfer mechanism as the rate controlling mechanism in this adsorption process. The Langmuir biosorption capacity of NDS was 483.81 mg/g. The use of the corrected Akaike Information Criterion tool for ranking equilibrium models suggested that the Freundlich model best described the experimental data, which is an indication of the heterogeneous nature of the active sites on the surface of NDS.
1. Introduction

Chromium pollution problem serves as one of the most serious toxic metal pollution problems in the globe, which has attracted increasing attention of researchers due to vast advancement in global industrialization (Jacobs and Testa, 2004). Toxic metals have become a menace to man, terrestrial and aquatic biota, and to a very great extent hamper ecological sustainability. It is well known that chromium compounds are widely used in various industries, such as leather tanning, paints and pigments, mining, electroplating, and steel fabrication. The industrial wastewater from these processes contains a colossal amount of chromium pollutant that is harmful to the ecological system and human health. Researchers have reported that exposure to a certain level of chromium is responsible for lung cancer, chrome ulcers, nasal septum perforation, as well as brain damage (Chen et al., 2009; Bayramog˘lu and Arica, 2008). Many countries have established strict regulations for controlling the release of chromium into the environment. In natural waters, the range of chromium concentration found is in the range of 5.2–208,000 mg/L (Bayramog˘lu and Arica, 2008).

Various research studies have shown that toxic metal ions can be removed from aqueous solutions by the biosorption process in batch or continuous mode operations on the laboratory scale, which can be considered to be ideal for large scale treatment of effluents containing toxic metals (Garcia-Reyes and Rangel-Mendez, 2010).

Biosorption of Cr(III) pollutants has been studied using biosorbents of natural origin. Most of these natural biosorbents (which are mostly cellulose based materials) are cost effective, relatively abundant and ubiquitous in the environment. The emergence of biosorption made it possible to utilize various biological substances, such as, palm flower (Elangoavan et al., 2008a), rice bran (Oliveira et al., 2005), saltbush leaves (Sawalha et al., 2006), hazelnut shell (Cimino et al., 2000), Agave lechuguilla (Romero-Gonzalez et al., 2005), Leersia hexandra (Li et al., 2009), Cassia fistula and pretreated C. fistula (Abbas et al., 2008), Opuntia cacti densis (Barrera et al., 2006), and Citrus reticulata (Zubair et al., 2008), for the removal of Cr(III) from water and wastewaters.

In recent times, modern techniques such as solid phase extraction (Rajesh et al., 2007, 2008) and nanosavenging (Howard and Khdary, 2005; Khdary and Howard, 2011; Khdary et al., 2012) have been utilized to adsorb pollutants such as toxic metals and organics from the environment.

N. diderrichii (De wild) is a deciduous tree and one of the few indigenous species available in Nigeria which thrives excellently under plantation management in the humid tropical rainforest zone of south-western Nigeria. It is a hard wood with good strength as timber and its resistance to termites makes it essentially valuable to the furniture, art, building and construction industries in West Africa. It is produced in large commercial scale, which is in hundreds of tons annually (Adeoye and Waigh, 1983; IUCN, 1998).

The bark is known to be used locally in the treatment of gonorrhea, stomach pains, fever and sometimes diarrhea. The extraction of secoiridoid and triterpenc acids from the stems of N. diderrichii has been reported (Adeoye and Waigh, 1983).

N. diderrichii seed is relatively abundant in Nigeria and some West African countries (IUCN, 1998). Its seed has an outer covering (epicarp) that is discarded as a waste when the tree is being planted. Hence this biomass from the seed is allowed to rot in plantations and forest research institutes where its seedlings are grown, thereby increasing environmental pollution that serves as a menace to lives and biota. However, literature survey has shown that there is currently a dearth of information concerning the use of N. diderrichii seed biomass (NDS) for biosorption purpose.

This study reports for the first time, the use of N. diderrichii seed biosorbent (NDS) in sequestering Cr(III) ion from aqueous solution. This study further considers, the kinetic and equilibrium dynamics of the biosorption of Cr(III) ions onto N. diderrichii.

2. Experimental

2.1. Analytical reagents

The respective salts, Cr(NO₃)₃.9H₂O (>99% purity) and KNO₃ (>98% purity), were purchased from Beijing Chemical Works Company. Anhydrous NaOH (>98% purity), and concentrated HNO₃ (>70% purity) were also purchased from Beijing Chemical Works Company. All these chemicals were used without further purification.

The stock solution of 1000 mg/L of Cr(III) was prepared by dissolving an accurately weighed amount of Cr(NO₃)₃.9H₂O in deionized water that was obtained from the Millipore water instrument. This stock solution was diluted to various working concentrations when needed.

2.2. Preparation of N. diderrichii seed biomass (NDS)

N. diderrichii seed biomass (NDS) was obtained from the Forest Research Institute of Nigeria (FRIN), in Ibadan (7° 23’ 16” North, 3° 53’ 47” East), Nigeria, West Africa. After collection, this seed biomass was dried in an oven at 60°C for 3 h. Thereafter, it was pulverized and sieved to 450 µm particle size which was used in this research.

2.3. Physicochemical characterization of NDS

The NDS biosorbent was characterized using the Perkin Elmer Spectrum 1 Fourier Transform Infra red (FTIR) spectrometer.
in conjunction with potassium bromide, KBr wafer, and Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) (Hitachi S4800 model), Nitrogen sorption–desorption was carried out using BET specific surface area analyzer, Micromeritics Instrument Corporation, ASAP 2020 Model analyzer (for specific surface area measurement), X-ray Diffractometer (XRD) (D/Max-2500, Rigaku, Japan) with Cu Kα radiation. The Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC) and Thermogravimetric/Differential Thermal Analyzer (TG/DTA) both of the Perkin Elmer model were further used to characterize the NDS biosorbent.

The pHpzc (pH at the point of zero charge) was determined using the solid addition method as described by Stumm and Morgan (1996).

2.4. Biosorption Studies

Fifty milligrams each of N. diderrichii seed biomass (NDS) was weighed into various 3 mL plastic containers. Stock solution of 1000 mg/L was prepared by dissolving accurately weighed amounts of Cr(NO₃)₃·9H₂O in de-ionized water prepared by the Milli-Q water deionizer. Various experimental solutions were prepared by diluting the stock solutions to the desired concentrations when needed.

The pHpzc study was carried out using 100 mg of NDS biomass in 50 mL of 200 mg/L solution of Cr(III). The pHs of solutions were adjusted to values ranging from 3.0 to 7.0 using either 0.1 M HNO₃ or NaOH. The mixtures were equilibrated in a thermostatic shaker (THZ-C Chinese Model) at 125 rpm for 180 min at room temperature (298 K). At equilibrium, the suspensions were filtered and pure supernatant liquid obtained was analyzed for the residual Cr(III) ion concentration.

Kinetic study was conducted between 0.5 and 120 min in which 20, 40, and 80 mg/L of Cr(III) solution was measured into a set of 100 mL conical flasks containing 50 mL of aqueous solution and 20 mg of NDS biosorbent, and 100 mg of NDS biosorbent was added to 50 mL of 200 mg/L of Cr(III) solution and agitated between 10 and 180 min.

For equilibrium study, 50 mL of Cr(III) with initial concentrations between 200 and 1000 mg/L was contacted with 100 mg of NDS and these suspensions were agitated at 125 rpm for 180 min. All experimental solutions for kinetic and equilibrium studies were adjusted to pH 7, which was the maximum biosorption pH value obtained from initial pH studies.

Effect of biosorbent dose was studied by agitating 50 mL of 200 mg/L of Cr(III) with 100–500 mg of NDS for 180 min at room temperature (298 K). After biosorption study, Cr(III) loaded N. diderrichii seed biomass (NDS) was dried in an oven for 6 h at 120 °C.

At equilibrium the suspensions were filtered using filter paper and pure supernatant liquids obtained were taken for the residual Cr(III) ion concentration in the solutions using Perkin Elmer Optima 5300DV Model of ICP-OES (Inductively Coupled Plasma-Optical Emission Spectrometer). The amount of Cr(III) adsorbed was calculated by difference using:

\[ q_e = \frac{(C_0 - C_e)V}{W} \quad (1) \]

where \( C_0 \) is the initial concentration of metal ion (mg/L), \( C_e \) is the equilibrium concentration of residual metal ion in the solution (mg/L), \( V \) is the volume (L) of the aqueous solution containing metal ions, \( W \) is the weight of biosorbent (g) and \( q_e \) is the amount of metal ion adsorbed by the biosorbent (mg/g). These suspensions were agitated with a thermostatic shaker (THZ-C Chinese Model) at 125 rpm.

2.4.1. Data modeling

The optimization design for the adsorption system involves the modeling of the experimental data obtained for the removal of Cr(III) ions from aqueous solution by NDS. It is therefore significant and noteworthy to establish the most appropriate equilibrium and kinetic models that describe experimental data obtained; hence the experimental data were fitted into six equilibrium and five kinetic models as shown below using Microsoft Excel Solver Add-On software (see Supporting document for theory of equilibrium and kinetic models).

2.4.2. The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)

The AIC developed by Akaike (1974) is a methodology for model ranking in a situation where more than one model has been fitted to the data (Gayawan et al., 2010). The general form for calculating the AIC is given as:

\[ \text{AIC} = 2k - 2\ln(L) \quad (2) \]

where \( k \) is the number of parameters in the model and \( L \) is the maximum value of the likelihood function for the model. With the assumption that the model errors are normally and independently distributed with \( n \) as the number of data points and SSR the sum of squares for the residual, AIC becomes (Bozdogan, 2009):

\[ \text{AIC} = 2k - n \ln \left( \frac{\text{SSR}}{n-k} \right) \quad (3) \]

where \( k \) is defined in Eq. (2).

When the number of observations \( (n) \) is small, Burnham and Anderson (2004) and Mutua (1994) defined a bias-adjustment or correction for the AIC as:

\[ \text{AIC}_C = \text{AIC} + \frac{2k(k+1)}{n-k-1} \quad (4) \]

where \( k \) and \( n \) are defined in Eqs. (2) and (3) respectively. Since \( \text{AIC}_C \) converges to \( \text{AIC} \) as \( n \) tends to infinity, Burnham and Anderson (2004) recommended that \( \text{AIC}_C \) should be used in place of \( \text{AIC} \) regardless of the number of observations \( (n) \).

To quantify the plausibility of each model as being the most appropriate for describing experimental data, we need an estimate of the likelihood of our model.

Now, let

\[ \Delta_i = \text{AIC}_C - \min \text{AIC}_C \quad (5) \]

where \( \Delta_i \) is the difference between the \( \text{AIC}_C \) of the best fitting model and that of model \( i \), \( \text{AIC}_C \) is \( \text{AIC}_C \) for model \( i \), \( \min \text{AIC}_C \) is the minimum \( \text{AIC}_C \) value of all models. Then, \( L \) (model/data) \( \propto \exp(-\frac{1}{2}\Delta_i) \) where exp\((-\frac{1}{2}\Delta_i)\) is the relative likelihood of the model given in the data. Normalizing the relative likelihood values gives:

\[ \hat{\lambda}_i = \frac{\exp\left(-\frac{1}{2}\Delta_i\right)}{\sum_{i=1}^{k} \exp\left(-\frac{1}{2}\Delta_i\right)} \quad (6) \]

where \( \hat{\lambda}_i \) is the Akaike weight for the ith model, given from 1 to \( R \) (Burnham and Anderson, 2004).
The model for which $AIC_C$ is least is chosen as the most appropriate model that better describes the experimental data obtained. Akaike’s general approach allows for ranking and identification of the best model for describing experimental data from adsorption reactions (Akpa and Unuabonah, 2011).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Characterization of biosorbent

3.1.1. Point of zero charge (pHpzc)

The pH at the point of zero charge (pHpzc) is the pH at which the amount of negative charges on the biosorbent surface is equal to the amount of positive charges. This is also the pH at which there is net zero charge on the surface of the biosorbent before biosorption. The organic functional groups on the biosorbent surface may acquire a negative or positive charge depending on the solution pH. At pH values higher than the pHpzc, the sites are mainly in dissociated form and acquire a negative charge, while at pH values lower than the pHpzc of these groups, the sites will be in the associated form with a proton to become positively charged (Ofomaja et al., 2009).

Fig. 1 shows the graphical representation of the pHpzc plot of the NDS biosorbent. The pHpzc of NDS biosorbent was found to be 4.90 in the presence of 0.1 M KNO₃. The pHpzc value of this biosorbent is similar to that obtained by some authors in their previous works, such as 4.40 for untreated coffee waste (Oliveira et al., 2008) and 4.50 for the biomass of Thuja orientalis (Malkoc, 2006).

3.1.2. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) analysis

The SEM images showed that the particles of this biosorbent were relatively large, irregularly shaped, with its surface pores scattered and unevenly distributed while pore visibility increased with decreasing magnification. The SEM images are show in Fig. S1 in the Supporting document. The BET nitrogen sorption–desorption isotherm graphical representation of NDS biosorbent (is shown in Fig. 2). BET analysis of NDS suggests that it has a specific surface area of 5.36 m²/g, with a molecular cross-sectional area and average pore volume of 0.162 nm² and 0.00632 cm³/g respectively. The average pore diameter from is 3.986 nm.

The low specific surface area and pore volumes are characteristic of agrowaste (Garcia-Reyes and Rangel-Mendez, 2010). Garcia-Reyes and Rangel-Mendez (2010) reported in their study the use of various agro-wastes as biosorbents for Cr(III) removal. The BET data obtained in this study indicate that NDS biosorbent has pores with relatively good width, but poor pore volume suggesting that much of the biosorption on this biosorbent will be by surface reaction mechanism rather than by pores. Furthermore, the biosorbent might not be very useful in the removal of non-ionic pollutants or molecular pollutants from aqueous solutions like benzene, toluene and xylene.

3.1.3. FTIR spectroscopic analyses

The FTIR spectra of NDS and Cr(III) loaded NDS are shown in Fig. S2 in the Supporting document. The FTIR spectrum of the NDS biosorbent showed a strong peak at 3422 cm⁻¹ indicating that this biosorbent predominantly contains cellulose and lignin (Sidiras et al., 2011). Absorption bands at 2945–2937 cm⁻¹ are for –C–H, –C–C– and –HC=CH– of olefins. The bending vibrations at 1260 cm⁻¹ are for –C–H of –CH₂ and –CH₃ stretch vibrations of long polysaccharide chains (Kang et al., 2008). The presence of –C–S and –N–C stretch vibrations for glycosamine bonds in cellulose and pectin was observed around 2905–2880 cm⁻¹ and 2860–2820 cm⁻¹ respectively. Absorption band at 1731 cm⁻¹ suggests the presence of carbonyl (–C=O) functional group. The peak at 1453 cm⁻¹ is a stretching vibration for –C–=–C– of olefins. The bending vibrations at 1260 cm⁻¹ and 1060 cm⁻¹ are peaks for –C=O and –C–S from phenolic and ether groups in cellulose respectively (Kang et al., 2008). The peaks around the fingerprint region (776, 705 and 613 cm⁻¹) are out of plane bending vibrations for –C–H, –C–C– and –HC=CH– in aromatic compounds (Gobi et al., 2011). The presence of –C=O, –OH, –NH functional groups in the NDS biosorbent act as potential active sites for the biosorption of Cr(III).

![Figure 1](image1.png)

**Figure 1** The pH point of zero charge (pHpzc) of NDS biosorbent.

![Figure 2](image2.png)

**Figure 2** The Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) nitrogen sorption–desorption isotherm graph of quantity adsorbed against the relative pressure of *N. diderrichii* seed biomass (NDS).
For Cr(III) loaded NDS, the broad –OH and –NH peaks at 3420–2920 cm⁻¹ were still obvious, indicating that the NDS biosorbent is cellulosic and lignin based. But there was a shift in the vibrational frequency of –OH and –NH from 3420–2920 to 3575–2970 cm⁻¹, which suggests that Cr(III) may be bound to –OH and –NH functional groups on NDS via complexation mechanism (Rafatullah et al., 2009). Again, there were observed small shifts in the vibrational frequency of peaks at 1731 cm⁻¹ and 1453 cm⁻¹ to 1719 cm⁻¹ and 1442 cm⁻¹ when Cr(III) was loaded on the NDS biosorbent.

3.1.4. X-ray diffraction analyses

The XRD gives information about the change(s) in the crystalline and amorphous portions of NDS. Broad but weak characteristic diffraction peaks at 2θ = 21° and 34° suggest the amorphous nature of the biosorbent (Kobya et al., 2005). The amorphous nature of the NDS biosorbent suggests that Cr(III) could easily penetrate into its surface (Vinod et al., 2010). Fig. S3 in the Supporting document shows the XRD spectrum of NDS.

3.1.5. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), Thermogravimetry (TG) and Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA)

This is used to investigate the transformational behavior of crystal materials and the heat flow through such materials (Elangovan et al., 2008b). From DSC, NDS adsorbent showed an endothermic peak responded to heat flow from 11 to 15 mW, at a constant temperature of 25°C. Thereafter, heat flow began to increase from 15 to 21 mW with a rise in temperature from 25 to 90°C and dropped from 21 to 18 mW as the temperature rose from 90 to 150°C. The decrease in heat flow through NDS is typical of lignocellulosic materials due to their amorphous nature (Elangovan et al., 2008a).

With TG analysis, there was weight loss of about 5% from 50 to 200°C, 35% from 200 to 400°C and 10% from >400°C which can be assigned to loss in surface water, structural –OH and heat induced condensation reactions (Eren et al., 2011; Kwon and Castald, 2008; Zhan et al., 2011). This large weight loss by the NDS biosorbent is largely due to its organic nature. For DTA, NDS biosorbent showed a large endothermic peak at 20–510°C with a corresponding increase in heat flow. This may be due to bond breakage and dissociation of carboxyl, sulphhydryl, amino groups to release of small molecules like CO₂, H₂S and NH₃ (Kwon and Castald, 2008). Figs. S4a and 4b in the Supporting documents show the DSC, DTA and TG thermograms of NDS.

3.2. Effect of pH

Fig. 3 shows the effect of pH of the solution on the biosorption of Cr(III) ions onto NDS biosorbent, Cr(III) biosorbed increased with increase in pH of aqueous solution. Increasing Cr(III) ion biosorption with increasing pH indicates the presence of fewer H⁺ ions at higher pH conditions that could compete with the Cr(III) cations for the available active sites on the NDS biosorbent. Similar results have been obtained by Anirudhan and Radhakrishnan (2007).

At pH > 4.9 (pHpzc), the surface of the NDS biosorbent becomes negatively charged. Under this condition more Cr(III) ions will be adsorbed onto the NDS biosorbent by ion-exchange (Li et al., 2007). At low pH values (pH < pHpzc), the biosorbent surface is saturated with hydrogen ions, which reduces the uptake of Cr(III) ions because of competition between the Cr(III) ions and the hydrogen ions for the biosorbent active sites. Generally, metal biosorption involves a complex mechanism of ion exchange, chelation of metals with various anionic functional groups mainly hydroxyl, carboxyl, sulphhydryl, amino, sulfate, thiol, phosphate and others, biosorption by physical forces and ion entrapment in the inter and intrafibrillar capillaries and spaces of the cell.
structural network of a biosorbent (Ofomaja and Ho, 2007; Parvathi et al., 2007; Pino et al., 2006).

3.3. Effect of biosorbent dose

Fig. 4 shows a linear relationship of Cr(III) ions biosorbed in mg/g of the NDS biosorbent with respect to the amount of Cr(III) adsorbed at equilibrium, $q_e$. An increase was observed in the amount of Cr(III) ion adsorbed with increasing biosorbent dose up till 500 mg after which there was a decline in the biosorption capacity of the NDS biosorbent. This can be attributed to a decrease in specific surface area and increase in diffusion path length because of the aggregation of the biosorbent particles. This aggregation becomes increasingly significant as the weight of the biosorbent is increased. However, there was increase in the percentage of Cr(III) ion adsorbed with increasing biosorbent dose (plot not shown). Similar trends have been reported by Shukla et al. (2002), Unuabonah et al. (2007) and Gupta and Bhattacharyya (2008).

3.4. Biosorption kinetics and equilibrium

Figs. 5a and 5b show the non linear kinetic plots of the amount of Cr(III) biosorbed, $q_t$ (mg/g) against time $t$ (min) at various initial Cr(III) concentrations and NDS weights respectively.

Both kinetic and equilibrium experimental data obtained from this study were fitted to various kinetic and equilibrium models. At initial concentrations of 20, 40 and 80 mg/L of Cr(III), the maximum biosorption was reached within 60 min. Five kinetic models (pseudo-first order, modified pseudo-first order, ion-exchange, pseudo-second order, and Elovich) were used to describe the experimental data obtained (Tables 1 and 2). It was observed from the correlation coefficient that the pseudo-second order gave better fit to the experimental data obtained from increasing initial metal ion concentration and increasing biosorbent weight, compared with other kinetic models. From the pseudo-second kinetic data, initial sorption rates $h$ increased with increasing initial Cr(III) ion concentration and decreased with increasing biosorbent weight. This is because more time will be required to biosorb Cr(III) ion as its concentration increases with constant biosorbent weight and less time will be required to biosorb Cr(III) ion as biosorbent weight increases due to an increase in the active sites of the biosorbent.

Also, as the initial Cr(III) concentration increased to 200 mg/L, maximum biosorption of 88.33 mg/g was achieved within 10 min. This indicates that the initial removal of Cr(III) ions from aqueous solution was very rapid at the beginning of the reaction due to external mass transfer of the solute onto the...
biosorbent surface and the rapid filling of the unoccupied active sites at the start of the reaction (Ofomaja and Unuabonah, 2011).

The kinetic data obtained from increase in biosorbent mass indicates that biosorption of Cr(III) onto NDS using pseudo-second order model, decreased from 5.543 to 0.644 mg/g respectively (Table 2). This may be a result of biosorbent agglomeration (Shukla et al., 2002; Unuabonah et al., 2007; Gupta and Bhattacharyya, 2008).

From Langmuir equilibrium data, the biosorption capacity of NDS was calculated to be 483.81 mg/g (Tables 3 and 4). This is very high compared with the values obtained from other biosorbents for Cr(III) uptake as shown in Table 3. Three two-parameter (Langmuir, Freundlich, and Dubinin–Radushkevich) and three three-parameter (Redlich–Peterson, Langmuir–Freundlich, and Fritz–Schlunder) equilibrium models were used to fit equilibrium data obtained. The Freundlich isotherm model was found to describe the data better than other models because of its least Akaike weight ($\lambda_i$). This implies that the NDS surface has heterogeneous sites for the adsorption of Cr(III) from aqueous solution. The Freundlich model is closely followed by the Langmuir isotherm model (Table 4). Fig. 6 shows the model plots for the biosorption of Cr(III) onto NDS. Again, the two-parameter models gave better fits to experimental than the three-parameter models. Similar observations were made by Akpa and Unuabonah (2011) and El-Khaiary and Malash (2011).

4. Conclusion

The sequestration of Cr(III) onto N. diderrichii seed biomass was investigated in this study. Characterization of the NDS biosorbent with FTIR showed that it possesses –OH functionality which is likely the main biosorption site for Cr(III). SEM images of NDS showed relatively large but irregular pores with a pore size of 3.986 nm and a pore volume of 0.00632 cm$^3$/g.
The specific surface of the NDS biosorbent from Nitrogen sorption analysis was 5.36 m²/g and its pHpzc, 4.90.

Experimental data obtained were fitted to various kinetic and equilibrium models. Freundlich and pseudo-second order kinetic models gave better fit to experimental data. This NDS biosorption system gave a very high kinetic rate of uptake of Cr(III) with a high monolayer biosorption capacity which is relatively better than those of many biosorbents that had been previously used for Cr(III) removal from aqueous solution.

N. diderrichii seed biomass biosorbent is here recommended as a readily available, cheap and environmental friendly biosorbent which will serve as a good and cost effective alternative to activated carbon for the treatment of polluted water and industrial effluents.
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